In today's healthcare environment, healthcare organizations are trying to balance one foot in each of two boats: one for traditional fee-for-service reimbursement and one for population health and pay-for-quality reimbursement. The Baldrige Performance Excellence Program and its associated Criteria will help healthcare leaders navigate this changing environment and improve healthcare outcomes for patients while improving financial performance, enhancing the patient experience, and creating a positive work environment. This balanced approach, grounded in behaviors identified in high-performing organizations, provides leaders and their teams with the key to realizing strategic goals and long-term sustainability. The Baldrige Criteria alone will not improve an organization; rather, it is the unique and disciplined application of the Criteria to each organization that makes the difference. A Baldrige journey is not a sprint, but rather a marathon; it requires a long-term commitment to improvement at all levels of the organization.
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At Hill Country Memorial (HCM) Hospital in Fredericksburg, Texas, we selected the Baldrige Framework to guide our team as we embarked on a performance excellence climb that would take us from merely average to the national top 10 percent of performance as evaluated on important organizational metrics.
HCM did not achieve overnight success; instead, we achieved year-overyear improvement in finance and growth, patient experience, quality of care, and workforce environment and engagement. The story of our climb is one of perseverance, willingness to learn from our mistakes, pursuit of innovative best practices both inside and outside of healthcare, and a team committed to providing the highest-quality service to our customers-our patients and our community.
The decision to embark on a journey requires a significant level of commitment, perseverance, and willingness to learn from mistakes, as well as the ability to motivate a team toward a vision.
O ur climb started when our community worked together, making sacrifices to bring this healthcare system into being more than 30 years ago, and it continues to this day. Critical to our success has been the identification of our strengths and those we still need to develop to be successful for years to come. These strengths became our core competencies, our footholds for the climb: relationship building, values-driven culture, and execution.
Being named a Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award recipient is not the work of the CEO alone or the CEO along with just the executive team. Achieving the levels of performance and results required to be named a recipient is attainable only when the entire team is engaged and actively pursuing worldclass performance. At HCM, employees, physicians, and volunteers developed into a high-performing team and continually improved themselves for the sake of others. Realization of this goal is not the end but rather a milestone on our performance excellence journey.
The decision to embark on a journey, whether it be climbing Mount Everest or moving an organization's performance from mediocre to remarkable, requires a significant level of commitment, perseverance, and willingness to learn from mistakes, as well as the ability to motivate a team toward a vision. Such was the mindset of HCM's board of trustees and executives in 2008 as we began our performance excellence climb. Like leaders in many other hospitals and health systems across the nation striving to improve the quality and safety of care, the patient experience, and financial performance, HCM's leaders looked to organizations that were consistently outperforming others and found a common element. That element was the adoption of the Baldrige Framework to achieve long-term sustainability. The foresight of those leaders led to our ability to provide world-class healthcare and service to our customers, grow our market base, and maintain financial viability in an ever-changing and increasingly challenging healthcare environment. The journey to achieving our current level of performance and receiving recognition as a Baldrige Award recipient was not easy. The climb was steep, but once we committed to it, we strove to find the best and most efficient path to the summit. Along the way, we learned new skills, innovative approaches, and other lessons to aid us.
History
The history of how HCM got its start is the beginning of our climb, the bedrock of our values, and a legacy of the trust our community placed in us to provide a healthcare system designed to serve them for generations to come. It is our stewardship of this legacy that led us to pursue the Baldrige Framework for Performance Excellence. Hospitals are havens for healing and hope, centers for compassion and care. In rural communities like ours, a hospital often provides the town's sturdiest economic and civic foundations. Our interests, successes, and concerns are woven into the fabric of our community because the community's residents created us to take care of their families, friends, and neighbors. People reached into their pockets and filled mason jars with nickels and dimes to fund the hospital at its inception. Ninety-three percent of Gillespie County households contributed to the building of the hospital, and when the doors of HCM were opened on Valentine's Day 1971, it was the realization of a community's dream.
In Pursuit of Remarkable
By 2008, HCM leaders were confident in the quality of care and service provided to our patients and the community. In fact, everyone believed it to be outstandingthat is, until we started benchmarking. When we began to compare ourselves with others, we found that, in many areas, we were performing at or below the national median. This reality was difficult to face, and we had to overcome our initial excuses for the performance gaps. You might recognize some of them:
• We are smaller. • Our patients are sicker. • We are rural. • We are in Texas. • We are just different.
We overcame these excuses by engaging physicians, employees, volunteers, and the community in the discussion. We were transparent with our results and created an open dialogue. Yes, we had pockets of excellence, but nothing as extensive as we thought we had. We all agreed that our mediocre performance was not acceptable. We decided that we had to strive to move from being an average hospital to one that provided world-class quality, safety, and service, as well as a world-class work environment. Our vision was to be the best community hospital anywhere. With this vision in mind, HCM's board of trustees and executives committed to the performance excellence climb. We set our sights on providing remarkable care and service. At first, remarkable was a loosely defined word for us; it meant we wanted to be better. A critical turning point in our journey came when we challenged ourselves to take that word, which we used so commonly, and make it measurable. We defined remarkable as performance in the top 10 percent, according to national databases-not just among small rural and community hospitals, but among all hospitals in the nation.
We were at base camp looking up at the summit: national top 10 percent performance. Although we were committed to improvement, we were not sure how to get there. We began to research successful organizations, both inside and outside healthcare, to gain an understanding of how they achieved such levels of performance. We read On Becoming Exceptional: SSM Health Care's Journey to Baldrige and Beyond (Ryan 2007) and The Baptist Health Care Journey to Excellence: Creating a Culture That WOWs! (Stubblefield 2005) .
The lessons we learned inspired us to research the Baldrige Program. What we found excited our leadership team. The Baldrige Framework is based on core values and concepts that represent beliefs and behaviors found in high-performing organizations: Baldrige ensures a balanced or systematic approach to organizational improvement, with a focus on leadership, strategy, customers, measurement and knowledge management, workforce, operations, and results. The comprehensive approach reassured us; we wanted to be certain that we improved in all areas and were not distracted by chasing trends. We now had a guidebook to aid us on our climb.
Core Competencies
We plan to serve our community for generations and knew we needed to map our path for long-term sustainability. In doing so, we asked ourselves, "What are our greatest strengths as an organization?" and more important, "Can those strengths carry us into the future?" In Baldrige vocabulary, these are core competencies. A defining moment for HCM was determining what our core competencies were and confirming that they were the right ones to sustain our vision in the long term. We ascertained that our initial core competencies were relationship building and a values-driven culture; furthermore, we identified the need to develop a core competency of execution (Exhibit 1). Today, these three competencies differentiate us in healthcare, and we leverage them to provide our customers with a remarkable experience. The way we live them is uniquely ours and sets us apart both in our market and in our industry. These competencies are the footholds in our climb. They make us who we are, provide a path to long-term sustainability, and ensure that our community receives outstanding healthcare.
Rather than focusing on execution, the largest core competency gap, we elected to deepen our core competencies of relationship building and values-driven culture. We recognized that strengthening our culture would engage all stakeholders and enable us to build a high level of trust and make a case for change. We worked to create an environment of transparency and listening, one in which it is safe to take intelligent risks that are aligned with our vision. We empowered our employees and physicians because we believe that together we are greater than the sum of our parts. We know that the ideas and work of HCM's executive team and board of trustees cannot lead us to where we need to go; alone, we are not enough. We leveraged our core competencies to build a culture in which we could benefit from the diverse inputs of all our stakeholders by building meaningful relationships with them.
Relationship Building
Our core competency of relationship building is central to the unique ways we connect and communicate our vision. It is our longest-standing core competency, one that goes back to the day we first opened our doors. The community's commitment to its hospital has remained unwavering. Often, families that sacrificed their time, money, and talent to see our hospital created come in to check on their investment. Our relationships with these and other stakeholders are strong because we intentionally work to sustain them. Relationship building is the first foothold in our climb. It is key to providing remarkable patient care. The term relationship building may sound like a soft skill, not a strategy, but we have honed it over the years so that it is deployed through systematic approaches.
We have learned that informal listening and gathering a few data points are not enough to educate us. To build effective relationships, we have to systematically We leveraged our core competencies to build a culture in which we could benefit from the diverse inputs of all our stakeholders.
listen to our employees, physicians, volunteers, customers, and the community. We have put in place intentional processes for listening to our stakeholders. We select and evaluate these listening methods to ensure they are useful and relevant, and the data collected can be aggregated into meaningful and actionable information.
Listening to Patients to Build Relationships
We received our first Baldrige feedback report in 2010. It indicated that we were not really listening; we were deciding what we thought were the expectations of our patients and the community and implementing action plans we thought would address the perceived issues. On the basis of that feedback, we formed a customer-focused improvement team that still functions today. This team found that our listening methods were informal, varied little by customer group, failed to provide actionable information, and were applied inconsistently. Over the past five years, this team has refined our listening methods to meet the needs of our customers and of HCM. The team researches listening methods from all industries and pilot tests them to determine if they fit our culture. One especially helpful tool developed by this team is a single-page aggregation of data across all listening methods (e.g., patient satisfaction surveys, focus groups, social media feedback) to identify trends and themes. Through the team's leadership and the work of our remarkable workforce, HCM has achieved and sustained the following: One innovative listening method is the ratings and reviews page on our website (www.hillcountrymemorial.org). Customers can share their comments and rate their hospital experience with one to five stars. The ratings and online comments stay on our website regardless of whether they are positive or negative. All reviewers receive a personal response from our customer experience team, and all postings are e-mailed immediately to the executive team to identify opportunities for reward and recognition or areas needing improvement. We review trends arising from all of our voice-of-the-customer listening methods at our weekly executive and department huddles; at our monthly board, department, and division meetings; and at our quarterly workforce forums and business review meetings and councils.
Listening to Our Workforce to Build Relationships
As described earlier, we hardwired our processes for listening to our patients before we did so for our workforce. As a leadership team, we continue to refine these listening methods on the basis of formal and informal feedback. We implemented daily department huddles during which employees share issues, and solutions are developed according to a best practice learned from a visit to Baldrige Award recipient K&N Management in Austin, Texas. In 2014, a team of employees at HCM refined the process by which employees can submit ideas for improvement. This process, developed on the basis of feedback from peers, includes real-time e-mail notifications of the status of their ideas. Our employee engagement scores have improved year over year for the past five years and currently are at the ninetieth percentile, as measured by Press Ganey. We also implemented a "just culture," one in which people are not judged by the outcome of their behavior but by the quality of their decisions. Our goal was to encourage the team to share their mistakes and the lessons learned so we could all improve together. We developed a council structure across the entire organization, empowering frontline employees, volunteers, and physicians with tools to find, develop, and implement best practices. Physicians occupy a unique space as stakeholders at HCM. They are part of our workforce but also are customers of our hospital services. They are partners and suppliers and, in some cases, our competitors. Maintaining good relationships with this group of stakeholders is essential to our long-term sustainability. When looking at our communication approaches with providers during our Baldrige process, we found that we did not really have systematic processes for two-way communication. Of course, we had physician engagement surveys, a physician liaison, and informal meetings in the hallways, but no systematic mechanisms for senior leaders to engage in ongoing two-way communication with providers. We began to ask, "Where and how can we connect with providers in ways that work for them?" We found that traditional approaches weren't the answer. So we started going to them-not to speak, just to listen and make ourselves available. Doing so led to more opportunities for connecting with providers, which we made a requirement for leadership. Each leader comes back to the executive huddle with new insights. We are working continuously to create an inclusive environment that encourages dialogue with providers, one that welcomes their diverse perspectives and opinions.
Listening to Our Community to Build Relationships
Listening to our community is vital to our long-term sustainability as a hospital. Without effective listening methods, we risk losing relationships with our key stakeholder. We need the input of members of the community to provide the right services in the right way, and we need their loyalty and the philanthropic support they give so generously to our foundation. Each week in huddle, executives review a list of upcoming community events and ensure that an HCM representative will be in attendance at most of them to connect with the community. Executives then report to the team on what they heard at the previous week's community events. Before entering a new market, we spent a full year engaging in this type of systematic listening to gain a sense of how we could best serve that community. Because of these relationships, our market share continues to be strong and HCM is outperforming our nearest competitor in the region. In addition, philanthropic support is increasing year over year; in 2014, the foundation raised more than $3 million to attain a cumulative 20-year total of $36 million.
Engaging Stakeholders
Listening alone is not enough. We are committed to building empowering relationships with our workforce, our community, and our patients, and an empowering relationship means acting on what we hear. At HCM, we engage patients, employees, physicians, volunteers, and community members on improvement teams to help us ensure that our action plans are responsive to their expectations. We have engaged patients on teams to improve the discharge process, implement quiet time on the inpatient units, improve the family waiting experience, and define our values, and we have formed a patient and family advisory council. We also have welldefined organizational and departmentlevel processes to develop action plans We worked with our team to develop a set of core values that were deeply meaningful to us.
that are responsive to the feedback given on the annual employee, provider, and volunteer partnership surveys. We analyze our approaches at least annually to determine if we have been effective at hearing and responding to stakeholder inputs, and many improvements and innovations have resulted from this systematic review.
Values-Driven Culture
Our second foothold on our performance excellence climb is our values-driven culture. The Baldrige Program recognized the strength of this core competency in 2013 by awarding HCM a Best Practice Award in leadership related to the broad deployment and deep integration of our mission, vision, and values. Although our organization is replete with people who want to do the right thing, we found several years ago that our values had simply become words on the wall. They were not core to our culture, and we strongly believe that our success depends on having an organizational culture that our community can trust. We worked with our team, which included physicians, employees, volunteers, and patients, to develop a set of core values that were deeply meaningful to us. We developed the following definitions of each value and expected behaviors, along with icons (Exhibit 1) to help us remember their true meaning:
• Others First: Commit to remarkable care with each life we touch. • Compassion: Care for others with a kind heart. • Innovation: Integrate new ideas with courage. • Accountability: Responsibility for our actions.
• Stewardship: Uphold our responsibility for lives and resources.
However, developing a list of values is only the first step. Ingraining our values into who we are as an organization and what we choose to do every day is the greater challenge. We have built a focus on doing the right thing into organizational processes. For example, using a valuesbehaviors interview tool, we systematically screen every team member, volunteer, and physician candidate as a first step in our selection process. As CEO, Jayne Pope uses this tool to "values screen" every potential physician partner. Every quarter, team members' behaviors are rated for alignment with our values, and we develop action plans for improvement as necessary. Physicians and volunteers are evaluated similarly. We integrated our values into reward and recognition programs, such as daily "Living Our Values" cards (Exhibit 3) that offer peer-to-peer or patient recognition, quarterly awards for exemplary demonstration of values, and annual True North Values Awards for employees, volunteers, and providers. For business decisions-whether it be entering a new market, developing a new partnership, or selecting a vendor-we have built a values check into our decision matrices. Our values-driven culture is pervasive in presentations, conversations, and recognition program and is even reflected in icons posted around the facilities. Few days go by when the question "How does this align with our values?" does not come up in conversation. This steadfast and systematic focus on "doing the right thing" is the foundation of our culture of Remarkable Always. Our employee satisfaction scores on the question pertaining to "values are evident" have improved every year, and in 2014, we achieved the national ninetysixth percentile.
Execution: The More Complex It Gets, the Simpler We Should Get
In 2012, we looked back at how far we had come on our climb. We had experienced significant progress on many of our initial goals. We celebrated with our team and were in a position to give our employees their first-ever performance bonus as recognition for their accomplishments. However, we knew we could not linger at this outcropping on the mountain and turned our sights higher. What we saw was daunting, to say the least: The higher you get, the steeper the climb, and we knew we needed additional skills to navigate the next leg of our ascent.
During the past four years, as we honed our cultural core competencies of relationship building and values-driven culture, our leadership team also was building the framework for a culture of execution. We took to heart a statement made by one of our board members: "The more complex it gets, the simpler we should get." We realized that integration of all we do was key to our ability to execute. The concept of an "always culture" emerged: a culture that integrates our vision, mission, strategy, and values into our daily work. We divided our strategy map into four "always goals"-strategic objectives that serve as broad definitions of our planned future. Two of these objectives are "Reshape Healthcare for Remarkable Outcomes" and "Be a Team of Champions." Our department goals follow the same pattern, and individual goals on each employee's quarterly coaching plan are mapped to the four always goals, as well as to that year's specific, strategic measurable goals in the always goal. This helps us stay focused on what is most important and understand how we each contribute to achieving the organization's strategic goals. Our values are also part of our always culture; we hold ourselves and each other accountable for our behavior, which will always align with our shared values. Finally, and perhaps Exhibit 3 HCM "Living Our Values" Card Team Member:
First & Last Name
From: Chaplain You are Remarkable because: Night or day -distance no matter! Thank you for sitting on the floor alongside our patient and his mom so that you could connect with them in the way they needed it the most! You are one who is called to do and be exactly what God has gifted you for.
Please circle the Value that this team member has demonstrated:
OTHERS FIRST COMPASSION INNOVATION STEWARDSHIP ACCOUNTABILITY

Our vision means building Hill Country Memorial into a network of health services that always empowers patients, families, and workforce members to live holistically healthy lives with optimal community health outcomes.
most important, our always culture represents how we live our mission and vision.
Mission and Vision
Our neighbors deserve nothing but the best from us. To convey this conviction, we redefined our mission in two words: Remarkable Always. This short statement is a clear demonstration of our core competency of execution. Rather than adopt an increasingly complex mission in these increasingly complex times, we chose a clear and powerful message. Our core competency of execution denotes a process. We first choose a high standard; then ask ourselves, "What will we monitor to know that we are on the path to achieving our standard?" We develop goals and measures to serve as milestones on our journey, and then we stay the course by continually evaluating whether we are meeting our milestones and making course corrections as necessary. Our simple but powerful mission-Remarkable Always-enables us to focus our attention on achieving what matters to us, and we have met our mission in almost every measure.
Our vision also is aspirational and concise: Empower Others. Create Healthy. This vision grew alongside our performance excellence journey. When we started, we had a vision of being a great community hospital. Implementing the Baldrige Framework allowed us to dream bigger: being one of the best hospitals in the nation. When we engaged our stakeholders in envisioning the future, the innovative and proactive attitude of our founders and our community shaped our vision into something colossal: Empower Others. Create Healthy.
Our vision means building HCM into a network of health services that always empowers patients, families, and workforce members to live holistically healthy lives with optimal community health outcomes. Create Healthy inspires us for our future and as something we live every day. We are creating a healthy work environment, creating healthy balance sheets, creating healthy experiences for our patients, and creating healthier community members. Create Healthy also is the summit we strive to reach: a thriving healthcare system, partnering to create a community of people enjoying their highest level of health.
Alignment
We have always had a strategic plan, but through our journey we learned it was not necessarily responsive to the needs of our stakeholders, and our workforce did not understand their role in achieving the goals. Today, our strategy map, posted throughout our organization and on our website, is simple, clear, and aligned directly with our vision, mission, and values. The always goals support longterm sustainability and are responsive to the healthcare needs of the communities we serve. Our performance targets are all benchmarked and support the mission of Remarkable Always, meaning they are in the top 10 percent of performance nationally. We frequently reference our strategy map during workforce forums and other meetings to ensure that we are all focusing on the most important goals of our organization.
We have worked to build systematic ways to empower others. We have councils across the entire organization, made up of frontline staff members from every department, who are empowered to make key decisions about how we do our work. In addition, each department leader meets annually with his or her executive to review the organization's strategic goals and determine how the department can help move us toward those goals. These goals are then shared with the team and patients via the departmental alignment boards, which are posted publicly in every department. The boards display the department's goals and how they align with the always goals. The boards also show how well the department is currently performing on a specific goal. The department leader then repeats this process with employees, helping them set measurable personal goals that are aligned with the department and organizational goals. These quarterly coaching conversations help to maintain our alignment across the entire organization.
Accountability Systems
These methods of alignment are incomplete without accountability, and we are accountable through transparency. We analyze our key data and benchmark them against data from the best-performing organizations in the nation. We then publicly share our results and how we measure up in comparison with others. We post our strategic targets and our performance in the lobby of the hospital and on our intranet, and we review them in detail at our quarterly workforce forums. Several pages of our public website are devoted to presentation of our benchmarked performance data, and our ratings and reviews page shows the public on a daily basis how we are doing with regard to customer experience. Department goals, action plans, and results are displayed on alignment boards in each department. Our value of accountability drives us to transparency.
We believe our patients and community members deserve to know where we are strong and where we have opportunity to grow.
Although we were committed to transparency before the Baldrige journey, we found some logistical hurdles to overcome. An effective accountability system requires data that are accessible, user friendly, and relevant. Over time, we have increased our investment in data management to meet the needs of our organization. While we value the informal insights of our team, we also do our best to support key assumptions with data. We have been surprised often enough that we began to seek out more and more data. Eventually, we found ourselves in data overload. Going back to our always goals, we honed our information management system to make readily available and user friendly those key data points that were critical to achieving our strategy. Those who are interested in diving more deeply into the data have the opportunity to do so, but we were able to define for our team the specific data points that were most important to us and the frequency with which each should be monitored.
This process, which we call our performance review cycle, ensures that all key metrics, including performance, target, and benchmark comparisons, are aligned with our always goals and reviewed at appropriate intervals, and action plans are implemented when indicated. All measures affecting our always goals are reviewed at prescribed intervals and in predetermined settings, including quarterly business reviews, monthly leadership meetings, and weekly huddles. This cycle also supports agility. Such was the case in the first quarter of 2014 when we experienced a negative trend in key HCAHPS
Moving from a culture of informal knowledge and data overload to a standard performance review cycle process promotes fact-based decision making.
categories. We had fallen below the ninetieth percentile (our definition of Remarkable Always) in nursing communication and responsiveness of staff. We quickly formed a performance improvement team, prioritized potential action plans, and implemented a specific cascading goal and action plan in all inpatient departments around responsiveness of staff. By the third quarter, our performance had improved to the ninety-ninth percentile and we ended the year above the ninetieth percentile in all HCAHPS categories. Moving from a culture of informal knowledge and data overload to a standard performance review cycle process promotes fact-based decision making, drives a culture that supports achievement of remarkable, encourages organizational and individual learning, and is inclusive of all stakeholders.
Alignment and transparency allowed us to make huge strides in our performance, but we found that we needed a complementary strategy to achieve our interdepartmental goals.
Strategic Breakthrough Initiatives
Late in 2011, we recognized that, though achieving our strategic goals was crucial to our continued success as an organization, we regularly saw fewer than half of our strategic goals realized. An analysis of the problem made it clear that, while we were achieving goals that centered on specific departments or work groups, we were not achieving our cross-silo strategic goals as frequently. With this in mind, we researched best practices. Inspired by the 2010 American Hospital Association-McKesson Quest for Quality Prize winner McLeod Regional Medical Center in Florence, South Carolina, we chose to implement a process that would help us take small steps each quarter to "move the big dots" of our three-year strategic objectives. We call this our Strategic Breakthrough Initiative (SBI) process. Each year, we look at our strategic goals and determine the action plans necessary to reach those goals. We then evaluate whether those goals can best be achieved via the cascading department goals or the SBI process. We review the list of potential SBIs each quarter to determine if they remain the right action plans, the SBIs are still the right format for achieving goals, and the timing of the SBIs is still accurate. Often, we have had to add a different SBI as a result of unexpected issues arising. This agility helps us to respond strategically and quickly each quarter. One example of an SBI is our work toward eliminating preventable harm caused by catheter-acquired urinary tract infections.
The SBI process starts with the assignment of initiative leaders, who lead a small team of staff who focus intensively for one quarter on implementation of the initiative. The teams meet weekly and use a standardized set of documents to guide them through the process, including charts, timelines, and tools for process mapping; stakeholder analysis; and identification of best practices. Each week, team members present project status reports to each other and the executive team and post their documents on a bulletin board. They discuss any barriers or other issues they face in weekly huddle-type sessions with the executive team. This process has become a key way to identify and develop future leaders of the organization, as well for Medicare & Medicaid Value-Based Purchasing Program for the past three years, achieved top 2 percent performance on 30-day readmission, and attained top 1 percent performance on hospital-acquired conditions.
Simple Tools Support Execution
Our process management and process improvement tools include Plan-Do-Check-Act, Six Sigma, Lean, and other advanced performance improvement methodologies. We found that only a few team members were truly proficient in use of these tools; consequently, at times, process management and improvement were bottlenecked while we waited for a subject matter expert to facilitate the process. Like many other organizations, HCM had invested in classroom training for most of our staff, but we found that people often forgot what they learned because they were not applying the knowledge daily. To overcome this challenge, we developed simple process management and improvement tools that guide team members through the process, similar to the way a facilitator might. Team members use everyday language to discuss process management issues. For example, rather than asking for "customer requirements," the tool states, "Write down who will benefit from this process." It asks, "What do they want from the process?" and "How do you know that's what they want?" The process management and improvement tools also include hypothetical examples of how to answer each question. This hands-on approach to learning process management has been far more educational and effective for our team than have classroom courses, and it has engaged people at all levels in process leadership. as to ensure a highly focused method of reaching our objectives. To date, we have implemented 50 SBIs, and almost one-half of our 650-person workforce has been on an SBI team.
Process Management
Although SBIs and strategic alignment have resulted in systematic process improvement and accountability methodology, they do not focus specifically on the day-to-day work of documenting and managing processes. In 2012, senior leaders identified ongoing process management as a strategic challenge, and they set out to develop organizational competency in this skill. We recognized that our ability to execute remarkable quality and service must be sustained through a focus on designing, managing, improving, and innovating work processes at multiple levels of the organization. In doing so, we create value for the customer by providing highquality care and service at a reasonable cost. Benchmarking the best practice of 2011 Baldrige recipient Schneck Medical Center in Seymour, Indiana, we developed and deployed the HCM Enterprise Process Model as the framework to take the organization to the next level of performance on our journey. We use this model to organize our processes within our always goals, to identify key processes, and to identify process owners. Process owners document customer requirements for the process, track in-process and outcome measures, report results by means of the performance review cycle, and initiate improvements.
Our ability to effectively execute our processes is evident in our results. We have performed in the top 5 percent of hospitals across the nation in the Centers Organizationally, we have seen substantial improvement in our ability to manage and improve processes, with correspondingly higher results in outcome measures.
Conclusion
Today's healthcare environment is one of constant change. As healthcare leaders, we are still finding our footing in the quest to achieve long-term sustainability in this new environment. We must constantly ask ourselves, "How can we achieve the level of performance that we will need to be successful into the future?" At HCM, we found the Baldrige Framework to be the field guide we needed to navigate the steep and often-obscured ascent to worldclass performance. We found our core competencies-relationship building, values-based culture, and execution-to be the footholds we need to support us in our climb. Being named a 2014 Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award recipient is an honor and a milestone on our journey. We celebrate reaching this particular summit; however, we know that we cannot linger. New challenges await and our vision still lies ahead, so even as we celebrate our success, we turn our sights to the next summit on our climb.
